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D
Clouds veiling the moonlight
F#m
Drifting in the dark night
G
Searching for the light
Em
Refusing to give in

D
The first to see the sunrise
F#m
Illuminating the dark skies
G
Revealing the strength
Em
Existing within me

D
Sailing in the vast blue ocean
F#m
Facing roars of the raging seas
G
No matter how hard it may be
Em
Still I am not defeated

D
Now is the time
A
To stand up alone
Bm
I am the one
G
Creating waves of hope

D
Now is the time
A
To stand up alone
Bm
I am the one
G
Creating waves of hope

It all starts with me
Em
F#m
G
A
C
Ignore the flames of victory

D
Now is the time
A
To stand up alone
Bm
I am the one
G
Creating waves of hope

Now is the time
A
To strive together
We are the ones
G
Bm
Creating waves of hope

D
It all starts with me
Em
F#m
G
A
C
Ignore the flames of victory

D
Now is the time
A
To stand up alone
Bm
I am the one
G
Creating waves of hope

D
Now is the time
A
To strive together
We are the ones
G
Bm
Creating waves of hope

D
Now is the time
A
To stand up alone
Bm
I am the one
G
Creating waves of hope

D
Now is the time
A
To strive together
We are the ones
G
Bm
Creating waves of hope